DW80B7070
Smart Dishwasher with StormWash+™ 42dBA with Smart Dry

Signature Features

**Smart Dry with AutoRelease™ Door**
- The Smart Dry with AutoRelease™ Door system circulates warm air to deliver 2.5x better drying performance¹ without damaging plastic ware.

**StormWash+™**
- The new dual wash arms and rotating spray jet delivers more intense cleaning performance, and cleans at every angle to cover 1.5x more space.²

**Whisper Quiet 42 dBA**
- So quiet you don’t even know its on with Whisper Quiet 42dBA operation.³

¹Based on internal testing, compared to Samsung’s conventional dishwashers with AutoRelease™ doors.
²Based on internal testing compared to conventional StormWash™ models.
³Based on internal testing. Results may vary depending on the actual usage conditions.

Available Colors

**Standard Finishes**
- Fingerprint Resistant Stainless Steel (shown)
- Fingerprint Resistant Black Stainless Steel

**Bespoke Finish**
- White Glass (available with customizable panel affixed or panel sold separately)
- Fingerprint Resistant Navy Steel (panel sold separately)

Features
- Smart Dry with AutoRelease™ Door
- StormWash+™ with Dual Wash Arms
- Whisper Quiet 42dBA
- SmartThings App
- 3rd Rack
- Smart Reorder
- Pre Blast Cycle
- Fingerprint Resistant Finishes and BESPOKE Glass Finishes
- FlexLoad™ Rack System

Convenience
- Wi-Fi Connectivity
- LED Time Remaining Display
- Control Lock
- Delay Start
- Digital Leak Sensor

Rating
- 239 kWh/yr

2022 Most Efficient Dishwasher
DW80B7070
Smart Dishwasher with StormWash+™ 42dBA with Smart Dry

Installation Specifications

Features
• 7 Wash Cycles: Auto, Normal, Heavy, Delicate, Express 60, Pre Blast, Download Cycle
• 8 Options: Half load (Lower Rack), StormWash+™ Hi-Temp Wash, Sanitize (NSF Certified), Delay Start, Control Lock, Smart Control (Wi-Fi), Smart Dry
• AutoRelease™ Door
• Stainless Steel Interior Tub

Convenience
• Control Lock
• Digital Water Leakage Sensor
• 3rd Rack
• One-Touch Adjustable Racking System
• Silverware Basket
• Upper Rack: Foldable Cup Shelves, Adjustable Tines
• Lower Rack: Fold-Down Tines

Warranty
One (1) Year Parts and Labor
Five (5) Years, Printed Circuit Board, Racking and Stainless Door Liner & Tub for leakage (Parts Only)

Product Dimensions & Weight (WxHxD)
Dimensions (height is adjustable): 23 7/8” x 33 7/8” – 35” x 25”
Weight: 91.5 lbs

Shipping Dimensions & Weight (WxHxD)
Dimensions: 26” x 34 7/8” x 29 3/4”
Weight: 98.1 lbs

Standard Finishes
Fingerprint Resistant Stainless Steel  DW80B7070US  887276609706
Fingerprint Resistant Black Stainless Steel  DW80B7070UG  887276616414

Bespoke Finish
Custom Panel-Ready  DW80B7070AP  887276609690
White Glass Panel (sold separately)  DW-T24PNA12  887276622255
Fingerprint Resistant Navy Steel Panel (sold separately)  DW-T24PNAQN  887276656960
White Glass (customizable panel affixed)  DW80BB707012  887276657400

Dimensions

Actual color may vary. Design, specifications, and color availability are subject to change without notice. Non-metric weights and measurements are approximate.
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